Abstract:The experimental research has been carried out about the constant and variable pressure of sugar mud by filter pressing in this paper in order to meet the needs of production,and analyze the changed relationship between the filtrated volume and time under the constant pressure,Under the consideration of filter clothes with various mesh leads to the different results of experiment,taking the experiment of filter pressing under the variable pressure with the appropriate filter cloth to understand the character on sediment ,such as moisture,by analyzing the data of experiment,to infer the relation of formula between pressure and location about the squeezed equipment of sugar mud , combining with the theory of compression ratio and volume formula ,which provides the theoretical support of designing and manufacture for the device of filter pressing.
Introduction
Filtration and separation is an essential technology to the application of modern industryl,the level of its technology affects the production of equipment and production efficiency directly,it is the foundation of protecting the environmental health,improving economic and social benefits.In general,the materials with high moisture such as municipal sludge,sediment,vinasse,are easier to arouse the attention of public for the dehydration requirement,no matter which way to be adopted,the premised condition is dehydration [1] ,after that,the area will be covered by less materials and easy to be transported.
The industry of sugar has been widely spread,but its inefficient leads to a trend with highly using of various products in the process of refining sugar to improve the utilization. In the process of refine sugar several kinds of by-product can supply the crops with nutrition in factory,among which filter mud is the most with high moisture,mingles different kinds of coarse protein and cellulose, it's a product that causes bacteria rapidly. The fluid not only contaminates the soil,but permeates into the underground to pollute the water permanently by means of landfill [2] . The comprehensive utilization of products and byproducts can bring about more economic benefits rather than waste reduced .The corresponding quality research of filter mud provides a practical reference for design and development of squeezer. What can be seen in the Fig.3 is the condition of the same pressure with 0.56 Mpa,the velocity of dewatering is different with various mesh filter cloth,but close to the stable finally.For the less mesh of filter cloth in a certain time,more water collected in the measuring cups,because the filter mud near the filter cloth is more easier to develop into the filter cake in the process of experiment ,and the distance among the particles becomes short leading to the fluid can not permeate successfully.The result of filter cakes can be seen in the Fig.4 .On the contrary ,the effect of dehydration is better.In conclusion,comparing with the concentration (Fig.5 ) of fluid,it is obvious to take the next experiment with 260 mesh filter cloth. As shown in Fig 5, at the beginning of the squeeze,the constant pressure is greater than the variable pressure ,which means the fast speed of effluent.But after 15 minutes,the total volume with variable pressure overpasses the constant pressure slowly,the distance among the particles becomes short resulting from the constant over-pressure leading to the fluid can not permeate through mud successfully,then the speed slows down.However,under the variable pressure,it's hard to come into a filter cake.As the pressure improving,the speed of fluid squeezed is faster,consuming less time to collect the same volume.
According to the calculation formula of moisture,the initial moisture of filter mud is about 20.87% through the experiment measure,after a series of squeeze with variable pressure, the moisture reduced to 18.09%. The concentration of fluid with 260 mesh filter cloth is 10.025g/L,which conforms to the standard.
Fig.7 Drying filter mud
Filtration Velocity.Filtration rate is an important index in the process of filter pressing,its numerical value increases with the pressure improving,the changed of filtration rate means filtration resistance and porosity of cake altered [3] .In Fig.8 ,filter mud be squeezed with the constant and variable pressure to get a figure about speed and time,recording the volume by measuring cylinder and corresponding time by stopwatch respectively,analyzing and clearing up the data to get a figure of v-t. From Velocity time curve,regardless of the constant pressure or the variable pressure,filtration rate increases drastically with the time going under the same experimental condition.At the beginning of the process ,the speed decreases from high to low before coming into filter cake,and tends to be horizontal.It can be seen that the rate keeps at a low level from the curve with variable pressure,but it shorten the time on the whole,when the experiment increases the filter pressure,the rate will increase slightly,which means the pressure is a key factor for the filtration rate.
Compression Ratio to Confirm.The compression ratio refers to the ratio of the volume of material before squeezed and of filter mud squeezed ,it means a formula,which is a key parameter that represents the performance of filtering equipment,its numerical value not only affect the design of equipment structure,but actual effect of squeeze [4] . According to the experimental data,the practical compression ratio is the volume ratio of each stage ,therefore the practical compression ratio of each stage to the first stage is shown in Table 1 . So far,according to the experience of practice, the theory of compression ratio is 1.5-4.5 times of practical compression ratio [5] . Fig. 9 Curve:compression ratio According to the fitting curve above,the researches do suggest that the experimental data of compression ratio probably follows a power function
Volume Calculation
The structure of screw press device mainly consists of spiral blade and spindle, the study decides to adopt the screw axis with equal diameters and variable pitches to be convenient of maintenance and save materials [6] .The structure has been shown in Fig.10 . 
. From what has been discussed above,it is obvious to deduce the equation of relation between pressure and location The formula of pressure and compression ratio that can be expressed by equation
combining with the formula of volume.
Conclusions
In order to understand the basic dehydration qualities about filter mud,the study analysis the relation of curve between volume and time under the constant pressure by sediment squeezed.Based on fluid concentration, choosing filter cloth with 260 mesh,it can achieve a satisfactory performance.
In view of the experiment about squeeze under variable pressure,if the study adds too much pressure to the filter mud instantaneously, which is easy to form filter cake,result in liquid flowing slowly.The study adopts squeeze with variable pressure for filter mud,increasing the pressure in the process of experiment which prompts the filtration rate and the dehydration rate is most obvious,its moisture reduced to 18.09%.
According to the volume changes about filter mud in the process of experiment with variable pressure,combining with the theory of compression ratio to deduce the equation of relation between pressure and location on the structure of spiral.
The study fully understands the dehydration qualities about filter mud on various aspects by the experiment,which provides a certain theoretical basis for theory research and equipment development,has a great practical significance.
